In this paper we consider the Finite-Time Stability and Finite-time Boundedness problems for linear systems subject to exogenous disturbances. The main results of the paper are some necessary and sufficient conditions, obtained by means of an approach based on operator theory; such conditions improve some recent results on this topic. An example is provided to illustrate the proposed technique.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
When dealing with the stability of a system, a distinction should be made between classical Lyupunoz) Stabili t y and Fznite-Tz7ne Stability (FTS) (or short-time stability). The concept of Lyapunov Asymptotic Stability is largely known to the control community; conversely a system is said to be finite-time stable if, once we fix a time-interval, its state does not exceed some bounds during this time-interval. Often asymptotic stability is enough for practical applications, but there are some cases where large values of the state are not acceptable, for instance in the presence of saturations. In these cases, we need to check that these unacceptable values are not attained by the state; for these purposes FTS can be used.
Most of the results in the literature are focused on Lyapunov Stability. Some early results on FTS can be found in [6] The Euclidean vector norm and the corresponding induced matrix norm are denoted by 1. 1; I/ '11 denotes the usud norm in Ci.
Given S : il ct RnX", we write S > 0 (2 0) meaning that S i s positive definite (semidefinite), i.e. that there
Given two matrix-valued functions of the same dimensions S and 2, the notation S > 2 ( S 2 2 ) means that 
where A E WnX", G E WnX" and w E C ; . We give the following definitions. 
P ( t ) + A T P ( t ) + P ( t )
First of all note that in this case the opera-
By virtue of Lemma 1, to prove the statement we have to show that FTS of system (1) is equivalent to the fact that Jlrt/) < 2 for all t €10, T ) . iirtii := SUP
Mt)' ., t E]O,T].
This last inequality implies that for all xo with / X O / 5 6. 
I l ( . O> w)Il

Iz(t)/ is bounded from above by y; FTS of system (I)
follows from the arbitrariness o f t . In what follows the next lemma will be useful.
Conversely, let us a.ssume that system (1) is FTS. We have reported in Figure 1 the time behaviour of the eigenvalues of the solution P(t) of (4) with y = 2.72. 0
By following the same guidelines of Theorem 1 we can prove the following necessary and sufficient condition for FTB. [2] .and [l] . An illustrative example shows the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
P ( t ) + A T P ( t ) + P ( t ) A +(y/d)-'P(t)GGTP(t)
It is worth noting that, for the sake of presentation simplicity, we have considered time invariant, certain systems, but there is no conceptual difficulty in extending the results contained in this paper to time varying and/or uncertain systems following the guidelines of PI and PI.
Appendix
In order to prove Lemma 1 we need the following preliminary lemma. ii) There exists a symmetric P E PC; and a scalar E > 0 such that By using continuity arguments it is clear that Condition i) implies that there exists a sufficiently small e such that
Inequality (12) enables us to apply Theorem 1.2 of [7] to the fictitious system (10) which guarantees the existence of a symmetric P E PCf0,,, such that 
P ( T ) + A T P (~) + P ( T ) A +P-'P(,)GGTP(~)
Then the optimal value of the cost index is J(x(t), t ) = zT(t)P(t)z(t) ;
moreover P(.) is non-increasing, in the sense that for tz > tl
Wl) 2 P ( t 2 ) .
(16) Therefore we have By considering the restriction of P(.) to the interval [O, t], t t R, we can conclude that there exists a symmetric P E PCto,tl such that (13) holds.
The proof follows by using continuity arguments and w applying Theorem 1.2 of 171.
At this point, Lemma 1 follows from Lemma 2 by noticing that c > 0.
